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Introduction
DNA is a storage house of genetic information in each cell of a living organism [1] . This information is continuously exposed to different kinds of ionization radiation which can cause damage to DNA both directly and indirectly, e.g. 8-OH-dG, T<>T, etc. [2] . On the other hand, DNA lesions are formed by the activity of the reactive oxygen species (ROS) [3] . Among different ROS molecules, the hydroxyl radical (
• OH) has been found as the most reactive, with k= 2-10×10 -9 M -1 s -1 [3] . Because the stability of a genome (genetic information) is crucial for the future generation of a species, several defense systems exist in cells, such as BER, NER, and NIS [4] . The activity of these repair systems provide the correct sequence of nucleosides in parental ds-DNA. The deficiency, for example in a nucleotide repair system, leads to different genetic disorders, cancer or neurodegenerative disease [4, 5] . From a different point of view, ds-DNA can be perceived as a conductor of nanofibres [6] , which might be used in nanoelectronic devices. In their articles, Shuster and Barton have shown these nucleic acid phenomena [7] . However, little data in literature exist that have been dedicated to the influence of DNA damage on the electron/hole transfer in ds-DNA.
Of all the DNA lesions, 5',8-cyclo-2'-deoxynucleotides are the most interesting and unusual ones. It is important to mention here that cdA, cdG (5',8-cyclo-2'-deoxyadenosine, 5',8-cyclo-2'-deoxyguanosine) have been found in cellular environments, in particular, genomes with different frequencies [8] . Moreover, these small molecules, depending on the configuration on the 5' carbon S or R, can significantly change the global structure of the DNA double helix [9] . Additionally,
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The influence of (5'R) and (5'S)-5',8-cyclo-2'-deoxyadenosine for the electronic properties of nucleosides pairs. The theoretical quantum mechanics studies these two diastereomers exhibit different biological/ biochemical effects [10] . This dissimilarity can manifest itself in the difference of conductive proprieties, too. In this paper, the following electronic properties are discussed for the first time: adiabatic/vertical electron affinities (AEA, VEA), vertical electron detachment/ attachment energies (VEDE, VEAE), and adiabatic/ vertical ionization potentials (AIP, VIP), as well as the charge distributions and dipole moments of cdA::T pairs as the simplest model of ds-DNA ( Fig. 1 ).
Experimental procedure

Computation methodology of quantum mechanics study
The initial molecular geometries of a dA::T nucleoside pair, which is the starting point of this study, were extracted from the central part of the d[CCTCTGGTCTCC]/ d [GGAGACCAGAGG] duplex, and were subsequently modified to cdA(S)::T and cdA(R)::T structures. The suitable crystal structure of ds-DNA was denoted as 2K0W(V).pdb file [11] . All geometry optimization and frequency calculations were performed using density functional theory (DFT), with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-correction functional, in which the B3LYP functional (Becke's three-parameter hybrid HF/DFT exchange functional (B3) [12] , and the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional (LYP) [13] ) was implemented. For all calculations, the 6-31++G** basis set [14] was used. Moreover, using this strategy, the contribution of zeropoint vibrational correction and thermal contribution to the free energies was considered. For all energy calculations, the scale factor 0.9854 for 6-31++G** was used [15] . For the characterization of the stationary point of all the molecules investigated, harmonic vibrations were calculated at the B3LYP/6-31++G** level. For each structure being a minimum, no imaginary frequency was found.
Following the results of previous calculations [16] , the counterpoise (CP) method correction was not used in this study to correct for basis set superposition error (BSSE) at the B3LYP/6-31++G** and MPWB1K/6-31+G** levels.
Geometry optimization with CP requires highly timeconsuming -and expensive -calculations, especially for the states with an extra (additional) electron. The counterpoise strategy described in reference 16 clearly shows that the values of the BSSE for all calculations fell within the acceptable range, namely from 0.75 to 0.8 kcal mol -1 . Moreover, the previously obtained hydrogen bond energies (BSSE corrected) show the same trends as the uncorrected results [16] . For these reasons, the counterpoise correction method was not used in this study to correct for basis set superposition error on the B3LYP/6-31++G**.
Additionally, due to the fact that in the mechanism discussed non-bonded interactions including the hydrogen bond, dipole moment, and charge transfer, weak interaction is crucial, the new MPWB1K functional [17] was used. MPWB1K was previously proposed by Truhlar as adequate for the study of such types of interaction [17] . The quality of the calculations presented above (performed using the mentioned functional) is particularly required for intermolecular types of interaction. The proposed strategy (e.g. MPWB1K/6-31+G**//B3LYP/6-31++G**) allowed the comparison of present and previous data [16] . It is important to note here that the necessity of different functional applications for the geometry optimization of complicated biological molecules (ds-DNA) prevents the possibility of energetic parameter comparison, therefore, the proposed strategy was fully justified. Moreover, the B3LYP functional was found to be the most commonly used. Therefore, in this study, energy calculations were performed at the MPWB1K/6-31+G**//B3LYP/6-31++G** level of theory for all points of the molecules discussed.
MBWB1K is a hybrid meta-GGA DFT method developed by Truhlar who recommended an augmented polarized valence double-ζ basis set 6-31+G** for this functional. The mpwb95/6-31+G** IOp(3/76=0560004400) keyword was used to run a MPWB1K calculation [18] on Gaussian 03.
To determine the charge distribution, natural population analyses (NPA) with a natural bond order (NBO) were performed using the MPWB1K and B3LYP functional with 6-31+G** and 6-31++G** basis set, respectively. The appropriate adiabatic electron affinities (AEA) were obtained as the difference in the energies of the appropriate neutral (E Neutral ) and anion (E Anion ) forms at their optimized geometries AEA = E Neutral (r e ,0) -E Anion (r e , -) [19] . In this study, the electron affinity is defined as the energy released when the electron is added to a neutral molecule [20] .
The vertical electron affinities (VEA) were obtained as the difference between the energies of the appropriate neutral (E Neutral ) and anion (E Anion 
Results and discussion
The interaction of ionization radiation with oligonucleotides leads to electron ejection and radical cation formation in the structure. The ejected electron was captured by elementary units of DNA with subsequent anion radical creation. Sevilla et al. have shown that during oligonucleotide γ-radiation the following amounts of radicals are formed: 35% G , and about 45% of T
•-and C •- [21] . The charge migration in ds-DNA can be recognized in three categories: single-step tunneling, randomwalk multistep, and polaron-like hopping [24] . For the incoherent mechanism (the second one), the long charge migration between G:::C pairs is strongly dependent on the nature of the A::T pairs which can be recognized as a "bridge" [25] . As mentioned in the introduction, 5',8-cyclo-2'-deoxynucleosides are formed in a genome with a frequency of 10 6 /Nu/Gy [8] . It should be pointed out that the ratio between the 5'R and 5'S diastereomers of cdA depends on the tissue origin and environmental conditions [10, 8] . Moreover, due to the presence of an additional C5'-C8 covalent bond, 5',8-cyclo-2'-deoxynucleosides should be recognized as undivided molecules of base and sugar moiety similar to other natural and modified nucleosides.
The electronic properties of nucleic bases, nucleosides, and base and nucleoside pairs have been intensively studied in the last two decades using theoretical and experimental methods [24, 26] . With this in mind, assessment of the mentioned electronic properties of the cdA::T pair is highly justified. The results of theoretical calculations are presented below. For this study, the B3LYP and MPWB1K functionals with different basis sets were selected for two reasons:
firstly -the B3LYP is a commonly used functional which allows comparison of present data with previous results [8, 16, 26, 27] ; secondly -the MPWB1K is quite a new functional, in which the Hartree-Fock exchange increases to 44% instead of 20% HF for B3LYP [28] . Moreover, Truhlar et al prefer this functional for such kinds of investigations (electronic properties) [29] .
Electron affinity (EA)
By definition, "electron affinity is the difference between the energy of a molecule's ground state (neutral form) and its anion" [19] . For stable anions, the EA adopts a positive value, which means that the potential surface of an anion lies below the neutral form of a molecule and can play a role in physicochemical processes. Conversely, a negative EA indicates anion instability and significantly short lifetime. The process of electron migration through the ds-DNA can be described by the steps presented in Fig. 2 . The attachment of an excess electron leads to changes in nuclear configuration. Initially, the molecule, e.g. dA::T, base pair adopts the "transition states" between neutral and anion forms, and the energy released during this process has been labelled vertical attachment energy (VAE) or vertical electron affinity (VEA). In these states, there is no spatial geometry reorganization. VAE determines the energy necessary for instantaneous electron removal from the system or the energy required for the fast electron capture by the molecule.
As presented in Table 1 , all the nucleoside pairs discussed show a positive VEA value in the following order: cdA(R)::T > dA::T > cdA(S)::T. A comparison of these data indicates that the positions of the 5'OH The influence of (5'R) and (5'S)-5',8-cyclo-2'-deoxyadenosine for the electronic properties of nucleosides pairs. The theoretical quantum mechanics studies group are crucial for the ability of cdA(R)::T to attract the electron. Moreover, as previously postulated by Schaefer [30] , the nucleoside pairs' formation increases the VEA. For cdAs, the following values were found: -0.01/-0.19 eV for 5'S/5'R cdA [31] and 0.18/0.24 eV for 5'S/5'R cdA::T, respectively. Careful charge analysis shows excess electron primary residue mainly on the 2'-deoxythymidine nucleoside. However, in both compartments of the pair dA::T under discussion, the 2-deoxyribose, thymine and adenine moieties play a significant role ( Table 2 ). The same trends in charge distribution (Merz-Singh-Kollman methodology) were observed during the B3LYP/6-31++G** and MPWB1K/6-31+G** calculations. These results are contrary to previous data in which the negative charge (NPA methodology) mainly accumulated (92%) on the thymine moiety [30] . However, data in Table 2 show a similar scheme of negative charge distribution as in [30] . It is important to note here that in Schaefer's previous study, the sugar exhibited a north conformation. In the present study, the 2-deoxyribose rings always adopted a south geometry (Supplementary Table 3 ). Therefore, due to the different basis set, method of charge population analysis, and spatial geometry of dA::T pairs, some divergences were observed. The fluctuation of the 2-deoxyrybose ring during the pseudorotation cycle [32] can play a significant role not only in the spatial geometry, but also in the electronic properties of nucleoside/nucleotide pairs as an outcome of stereoelectronic effects [33] . The electron attracted by 2'-deoxythymidine in the initial stage was sequentially delocalized over the nucleoside pair (cdA(S)::T, cdA(R)::T and dA::T) Table 2 . The dispersion of negative charge led to changes in geometry manifesting as relaxation energy. The relaxed trapping energy corresponds to the adiabatic electron affinity [34] . All the molecules discussed showed a positive value of AEA ZPE obtained by a B3LYP/6-31++G** calculation, in the following order: cdA(R)::T (0.39eV), cdA(S)::T (0.35eV), dA::T (0.33eV) ( Table 1) . Therefore, these results are in good agreement with previous data [30, 34] . However, data derived from MPWB1K/6-31+G**//B3LYP/6-31++G**, single point calculation, disclose an unaccepted negative value of VEA, AEA as well as positive value of VEDE and will not be discussed here (Supplementary Table 1) . In these cases, future investigations are necessary. The comparison of negative charge distribution disclosed the similarity between dA::T and cdA(R)::T systems versus dA::T and cdA(S)::T, as presented in Table 2 . Analysis of the dipole moment (Table 3 ) and negative charge distribution (Table 2 ) with HOMO plots of cdA(R)::T, dA::T, cdA(S)::T anions, as shown in Fig. 3 , suggests that, in every case, the anion exhibited a mixed valence/ dipole bonded character. The A 1 , B 1 , C 1 arrangement of LUMOs, of neutral form of the nucleoside pairs B3LYP/6-31++G**// B3LYP/6-31++G**)
The influence of (5'R) and (5'S)-5',8-cyclo-2'-deoxyadenosine for the electronic properties of nucleosides pairs. The theoretical quantum mechanics studies discussed, confirm the above hypothesis, as presented in Fig. 3 . Additionally, the distributions of HOMO show a different scheme in the systems investigated, as shown in Fig. 3 . In the case of cdA(R)::T, the attached electron was evenly distributed over the whole nucleoside pair (Fig. 3B) . A similar view was observed for dA::T, but HOMO was not detected over the adenine moiety (Fig. 3A) . The inconsistent distribution of HOMO and negative charge was denoted for the cdA(S)::T system (Fig. 3C) . The HOMO and negative charge are mainly located on the 2'-deoxythymidine and adenine moiety. Therefore the highest value of dipole moment of the nucleoside pair discussed was observed for the system containing the 5'S diastereoisomer (Table 3 ). All the nucleoside pairs investigated showed a positive AEA and VEA value. Interestingly, the cdA(S)::T and dA::T revealed comparable vertical electron affinity values, -0.31 eV and -0.30 eV respectively, which predict a faster electron capture than the cdA(R)::T pair (-0.33 eV). The value of relaxation energy after electron attachment (NR 1 ) for the cdA(S)::T was found to be preferred for the process under discussion, (Fig. 2) . The NR 1 , given in eV, was found as follows: 0.05 for cdA(R)::T, dA::T and 0.08 for cdA(S)::T. The same trends were observed for nuclear relaxation after electron detachment (NR 2 ): 0.04 for cdA(R)::T, dA::T) and 0.05 for cdA(S)::T. Additionally, the reorganization energies, which are the sum of NR 1 and NR 2 , were found to be at the same level (0.09 eV) for both cdA(R)::T and dA::T. The highest value was found for cdA(S)::T 0.13 eV. Therefore, based on the results of NR 1 , NR 2 and relaxation energy (Fig. 2) , the presence of cdA(S)::T should provide the highest barrier for electron transfer in ds-DNA.
Ionization potential (IP)
During the genome exposure to ionization radiation, radical cations and anions can be formed randomly. The holes (radical cations) can migrate and become trapped at some preferred places, ds-DNA having the lowest ionization potential. Different studies have suggested the following order of nucleic base IPs: thymine ≈ cytosine > adenine > guanine. The IP of G:::C base pair has been found to be lower than for A::T. It is clear that pyrimidines have significantly higher ionization potential than purines; moreover, guanine has the lowest ionization potential and is easiest to oxidize. Therefore, the hole can jump from one nucleic base to another, within the double helix, finally localizing on the guanine rich part of DNA (for example ~GGG~) [7, 25] . Sugiyama and Saito have demonstrated that ionization energy decreases with an increase in guanine numbers: G, G 2 , G 3 , G 4 corresponds to 7.75, 7.28, 7.07, 6.98 eV respectively [35] . Furthermore, the cluster of one of the most oxidatively important lesion 8-oxo-guanines was found as a more probable unit for hole trapping [36] . Conversely, the DNA sequences abounding with A::T pairs have been found as a bridge between donor and acceptor during the radical cation transfer. Due to the unusual rigid structure, cdAs can play an important role in charge transfer in ds-DNA. The energy cost of radical cation migration through the nucleoside pair can be described by ionization and recombination energy [34] . A graphical representation of this is depicted in Fig. 4 . Sevilla, in his systematic studies has shown, in detail, the role of the A::T base pair in hole transfer [34] . The A::T adiabatic ionization energy presented in his study, namely 7.70 eV, is lower than the experimental data for adenine, i.e., 8.26 eV. These observations suggest that base pairing (hydrogen bond formation) decreases the AIP value of the nucleic bases examined. The present results confirm this hypothesis: the nucleoside pair dA::T showed AIP=7.06 eV lower than for dA (7.59 eV). The same observations were found for cdAs series (Table 1) . However, for an isolated nucleoside, the following order of IP was calculated in eV: dA (7.60)< cdA(R) (7.72) <cdA(S) (7.83). on the other hand, both diastereoisomers 5'S and 5'R of cdA involved in the cdA::T pair showed a higher comparable value of AIP, i.e., around 0.2 eV, than that obtained for dA::T. These results indicate that the sugar unit attachment to adenine led to decreases in ionization energy, which deepened with WatsonCrick hydrogen bond formation. On the other hand, the appearance of additional covalent bonds at C5'-C8, as in cdAs, causes IP increase, especially in the case of 5'S isomer (Table 1) . Surprisingly, this effect was partially removed during nucleoside pair formation, and the IP values for cdA(S)::d and cdA(R)::T were as follows: 7.29eV and 7.31 eV, respectively. The differences in ionization energy between dA, cdA(S) and cdA(R) and the corresponding nucleoside pairs were calculated as: 0.53, 0.54, and 0.45 in eV, respectively. These results indicated that the fixed position of the 5'OH group in the 5'R diastereomer of cdA provokes the electronic proprieties of this molecule less sensitively to the influence of the direct environment, e.g. complementary nucleoside. This phenomenon was initially assessed by vertical ionization energy, the lowest of which was found for dA::T (7.27eV); cdA(S)::T and cdA(R)::T . Additionally, for all the molecules discussed here, in their cationic forms (optimized geometry), the positive charge was mainly located on the adenine moiety, independently of the functional used. The positive charge distribution is presented in Table 2 . Interestingly, some differences between results obtained by MPWB1K and B3LYP methodology were observed during the cation formation process (VIP). The hole transfer process, in the context of neighboring nucleoside pairs, consists of two elementary steps: electron detachment and electron attachment [34] . The acceptor relaxation energy (NR 3 ) represented as the difference of VIP and AIP, can be recognized as the first barrier. On the other hand, the difference between adiabatic ionization potential and vertical electron attachment energy is given by the donor relaxation energy NR 4 (Fig. 4) , a second barrier. Following Sevilla [34] , the sum of NR 3 and NR 4 is reorganization energy (λ) which was measured as follows: 0.51eV (dA::T), 0.45eV (cdA(R)::T), and 0.47 eV (cdA(S)::T). These results suggest that the presence of nucleoside pairs, formed by the 5'R diastereomer of cdAs, should accelerate the hole transfer in double-helix DNA slightly more quickly than the dA::T pair. Conversely, this is contradicted by the remaining parameters, presented on Fig. 4 . Comparison of vertical and adiabatic ionization energies as well as vertical attachment energy (eV) of all the molecules discussed suggests that dA::T has the lowest barrier for hole transfer through ds-DNA (Table 1, Fig. 4) . Surprisingly, the calculated values of VIP and AIP for cdA(R)::T and cdA(S)::T were estimated to be at almost the same level (Table 1, Fig. 4) . Therefore, the perturbation of the three-dimensional structure of ds-DNA provoked by rigid cdAs [9] structure should be taken into the future theoretical consideration.
Geometries
It is known that the B-form of DNA is the most abundant in a living cell. Due to better illustration of the native environment of electron/hole transfer through the double-helix, the following requirements were introduced: the Watson-Crick type hydrogen bonds for base pair and south conformation of 2-deoxyribose (Fig. 1) . Additionally, 5the 'OH group was put in gauche (+) geometry for dT and dA moieties. The formation of nucleoside pairs led to planarization of the N6 exoamino group of adenine in cationic and anionic forms. Conversely, pyramidization of the N6 group was observed for isolated 2'-deoxyadenosine, as well as for 5 ',8-cyclo-2'-deoxynucleosides [31] . These observations coincide with previous data for dA::T base pairs [37] . During the electron attachment or detachment, the following scheme of changes in hydrogen bond length was noted for all the molecules discussed: decreases in HB-1, increases in HB-2 and HB-3 (Table 4) . Graphical representations of the nucleoside pairs and suitable distances are presented in Fig. 1 , Supplementary  Tables 5 and 3 . Analyses of hydrogen bond deviations showed that the formation of cationic forms lead to a higher elongation than for anionic forms (Table 5 and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The deviation of hydrogen bond change was found as follows: . In each case, the fluctuation of HB-3 length was found to be the higher one. Therefore, this weak interaction can be perceived as the most sensitive. Moreover, due to the negative charge accumulation on the thymine moiety, a significant decrease in H•O in HB-1 was observed in the cationic forms. Surprisingly, these changes were less noticeable for anions in which the negative charges were dispersed over the nucleoside pairs investigated. These data indicated that electron transfer through ds-DNA should be preferred for adeninethymine pairs, due to their geometrical stability in this process. The other geometrical parameters presented in Supplementary Table 3 confirm this hypothesis. Therefore, these observations are coincident with experimental data [7, 25] . Additionally, the dissociation energy (E Dis ), which can be recognized as the differences between the fully-optimized nucleoside pair and the sum of fully-optimized individual nucleoside energies have been taken into consideration. The results presented in Table 6 reveal that E Dis significantly increases with cation radical formation of the order (E Dis /∆E [34] . Moreover, the additional C5'-C8 covalent bond in cdAs structure did not significantly influence nucleoside pair formation energy (Table 6 ) in their neutral, cationic and anionic forms. These results are expected as the addition of a sugar moiety to the nucleic base changed the pairing energy only slightly, compared to the corresponding base pairs [24] . Interestingly, an analysis of charge distribution and E Dis shows that the level of negative charge dispersion over adenine moiety in cdA(R)::T, cdA(S)::T, dA::T pairs eliminated the influence of additional electron on formation energy. This effect was found to be the most distinct in the case of the cdA(S)::T system (Table 6 ). The influence of (5'R) and (5'S)-5',8-cyclo-2'-deoxyadenosine for the electronic properties of nucleosides pairs. The theoretical quantum mechanics studies
Conclusion
5'R and 5'S diastereomers of 5',8-cyclo-2'deoxyadenosine can occur in ds-DNA as a result of a two-step cyclization reaction induced by hydrogen atom abstraction from the C5' position by a hydrogen radical [38] . These unusual tandem lesions can lead to different local spatial geometry changes in the doublehelix, next to their place of formation [9] . Probably due to this, cdA(R) and cdA(S) had a disparate influence on polymerase activity, DNA repair processes, stacking interactions, charge transfer, etc. In this article, the electronic properties of nucleoside pairs cdA(S)::T, cdA(R)::T and dA::T as the simplest model of ds-DNA were presented. 
Electron affinity
Ionization potential
The adiabatic ionization potential (AIP ZPE ) of the formed nucleoside pairs cdA(S)::T, cdA(R)::T and dA::T was found as follows: 7.25 eV, 7.27 eV, 7.03 eV respectively. The differences of adiabatic ionization energy between dA, cdA(S) and cdA(R) and the corresponding nucleoside pairs were calculated to be as follows: 0.53, 0.54, and 0.45 in eV, respectively. These results indicated that the fixed position of the 5'OH group in the 5'R diastereomer of cdA provoke electronic properties of this molecule less sensitive to the influence of direct environment, e.g. a complementary nucleoside. This phenomenon was initially assessed by vertical ionization energy; the lowest of which was found for dA::T (7.27 eV); cdA(S)::T and cdA(R)::T demonstrated similar values 7.49 eV and 7.50 eV respectively. The comparison of vertical and adiabatic ionization energies . DFT calculations on B3LYP/6-31++G**//B3LYP/6-31++G** level of theory.
as well as vertical attachment energy (eV) of all the molecules under discussion suggests that dA::T has the lowest barrier for hole transfer through ds-DNA. Surprisingly, the calculated values of VIP and AIP for cdA(R)::T and cdA(S)::T were estimated at almost the same level. Therefore, the perturbation of the threedimensional structure of ds-DNA [9b] provoked by rigid cdAs structure should be considered for future theoretical investigation.
Dissociation Energy
The results obtained for dissociation energy (E Dis ) showed their increase for cation forms versus neutral ones, in the order of (E Dis /∆E ZPE Dis ): dA::T (12.33/12.43 kcal) > cdA(S)::T (12.30/12.34 kcal) > cdA(R)::T (9.43/9.56 kcal); whereas for anion forms, only a slight growth was observed: cdA(R)::T (3.65/4.14 kcal) > dA::T (2.94/2.60 kcal) > cdA(S)::T (0.20/0.97 kcal). Moreover, the additional C5'-C8 covalent bond in the cdAs structure did not significantly influence nucleoside pair formation energy in their neutral, cationic and anionic forms. These results were expected, since the addition of a sugar moiety to a nucleic base changed the pairing energy only slightly compared to corresponding base pairs.
Geometry
During the electron attachment or detachment, the following scheme of changes in hydrogen bond lengths were noted for all the molecules discussed: decreases in HB-1, and increases in HB-2 and HB-3. Analyses of hydrogen bond length deviation showed that the formation of cationic forms leads to their higher elongation than for anionic forms. These data indicated that electron transfer through ds-DNA should be preferred for adenine-thymine pairs, due to their geometrical stability in the process in question.
